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4.50 from 4 ratings
Blagojevich often MIA, aides say

Rod Blagojevich's approval ratings had tanked and
he was furious. Illinois voters were ingrates, the former governor
complained to an aide on an undercover recording played at his corruption
trial Thursday.
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GDAVFFR at 9:14 PM July 9, 2010

Its all we know of our politicians is, that their in it for money & power &
those that profess their in it for truth & honor too few to be counted.   
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mk.interiorplanning at 1:30 PM July 9, 2010

I wonder if he was down in Argentina with Sanford?
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_CrimeBoss_ at 1:13 PM July 9, 2010

Blago was totally useless. That is why we voted for him.

The logic: Blago was "way to dumb to hurt us".
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Simply classless people. What comes out of their mouths is reprehensible.
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Razldazlrr at 8:44 AM July 9, 2010

That's nice - another politician living on the public dollar while they are
working very little.  The  more truths that come out about politicians the
more horrifying it becomes.  This is Obama's buddy (although Obama is
running from him now) - no wonder the country and this state are in such a
mess!
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BigDoggie at 8:36 AM July 9, 2010

"I (expletive) busted my (expletive)....."

Yeah, for 2 to 8 hours per week apparently.

Electing this guy TWICE is something that ensures that the voting populace
in Illinois may forever remain the stupidest collective of random idiots that
has ever wandered the planet.  Vote Quinn in next election and that's
grounds for dropping a nuke in the dead center of our hopeless, moronic
State.
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mr.manumba.ney at 4:08 AM July 9, 2010

I have been to Board Meetings where the Directors and President bragged
about how much they have done and how much money they controled.

Blago shows up for work 8 hours a week and spends it in the restroom
doing what? collecting envelopes under the stall stuffed with hundreds?
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gaila65 at 11:38 PM July 8, 2010

doesn't surprise me, he was probably fixing his hair!
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nlemke21 at 11:29 PM July 8, 2010

I love BLAGO!!!!
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o2bacarni at 11:24 PM July 8, 2010

khb
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LongtimeTribReader at 10:49 PM July 8, 2010

There's an image... Blago hiding in the can dodging people who want him
to actually do his job. Too funny. What a loser that guy was.     
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